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Details of Visit:

Author: shooter.
Location 2: North Acton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 15 Sep 2010 14:30
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07564823505

The Premises:

Standard flat (most girls seem to work from these types of new build flats - you know the type fake
wood floors standard showers etc)
Right opposite the station by Tesco Express. Handy if you want do your shopping afterwards!

I had some hassle getting in and a grumpy concierge opened the door and gave me a look as if to
say I know where you are off to. Water of anm old punters back though, so I called him a wanker
and went up to the lift :-)

The only annoying thing was Ania was playing some loud dance music in the room, which I turned
down when she left with the "present". Im more of a Radio 3 man than Kiss 100. But then I wasnnt
there for the music.

The Lady:

Ania is not the girl in the photo on her profile, but is very similar. She is a fake blonde nice figure,
fake tan, smallish tits Paula is brunette, 23 and slim with nice figure, bigger in the hooters
department. Standard EE fare some might say. I clicked with Paula more and would think that she
would be a better punt 1 on 1. (see below)

The Story:

I booked to see Ania based on a previous FR, when I arrived, Ania offered me a 2 girl with her
friend Paula 23.
When I asked what services were on offer, they confimred they kissed each other and did a lesbian
show, so in for a penny in for 180 quid I said yes.

Started with me kissing Ania - she isnt keen on DFK, Paula joined in (better DFK) and then they
kissed each other. I almost came there and then - very sexy. They then both gave me OWO and
shared the licks and kissing - real porn film stuff.

Then onto the bed for more fooling around and eventually Ania doing more OWO while Paula licked
my nipples. I couldnt hold on for long and came straight away, much to Anias surprise and she
pulled away immediaitely, suggesting that CIM may not be on the menu with her.
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Anyway, they then both disappeared for a while and then returned and gave me a nice massage
and then a roll over for round 2 which was more of the same, this time finishing in Paulas mouth -
she seemed more up for CIM although her BBBJ was a bit too fast for my liking. I didnt get the
promised lesbian show of licking, although I think if I asked they may have obliged, I may just have
to return to find out!

Overall, I think the 2 girl thing is a bit strange because its hard to concentrate and take it that
seriously, so you have to be in the mood for a fun session and treat it as that. If you are looking for
a more intense GFE experience, then this may not be for you.

I though ling and hard about submittinmg this FR since there will be an inevitable Punternet
Stampede, but these girls are worth seeing so go ahead and enjoy!!
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